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Agenda

- **Aim 3** - Establishing a survey to inform on the trajectory of salaries per gender/race.
  o *Last meeting suggestion:* contact Luke McCarthy in the Faculty Senate Office regarding how to go about conducting this survey
  o *This meeting:* I will report on this point after meeting Luke McCarthy.

- **Aim 2** - Identify policies to protect faculty from student's retaliation when students are not satisfied with their grades.
  o *Last meeting suggestion:* Committee members to provide specific examples of this type of situation occurring at the University of Michigan to illustrate the need for administrative support against academic freedom of faculty. A google doc is be submitted by Eric to collect this information.
  o *This meeting:* Committee members will discuss these examples and decide how we can incorporate them to strengthen Aim 2.

- **Aim 1** – so far, this aim remains vague – we should converge our efforts to start building this case.

- Call for agenda items: Committee members, please add below items for discussion.

- Call for committee member nominations. Of particular interest are non-tenure track faculty, though all nominations are welcome.